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ABSTRACT 

Sweden has a long history of maintaining population-based registries and biobanks. This has 

resulted in large sample collections with long follow-up and large numbers of prospectively 

occurring disease endpoints providing an extensive resource for genetic research. However, 

the largest biobanks contain sample materials that have previously been considered 

suboptimal for genetic research.  

We have evaluated the usefulness of archival formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) 

tissue, plasma, maternity serum and dried blood spots (DBS) for genetic research. We also 

evaluated the usefulness of archival samples of various biological materials for herpesvirus 

detection and developed a multiplex matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time-of-flight 

mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) method for detection of herpesviruses. 

Extraction of DNA from archival FFPE tissue was difficult and time consuming. The DNA 

was largely degraded and repeat extractions were often necessary. Nonetheless 94% of the 

FFPE tissue samples could be successfully genotyped.  

Archival plasma and maternity serum samples contained small and variable amounts of DNA 

but 98% of the plasma and over 99% of the serum samples were successful in genetic 

analyses even after over 20 years of storage. The presence of realistic amounts of foetal DNA 

of a discordant genotype in the maternity serum will not cause false maternal genotyping 

results.  

DBS samples contained small amounts of extractable DNA but over 97% of these samples 

were successful in genetic analysis even after 18 years of storage if they had been stored at     

-20°C to prevent DNA degradation.  

DNA from plasma and DBS samples was of sufficient quality for successful multiple 

displacement amplification (MDA) with maintained bi-allelic representation as long as 

sufficient amounts of DNA was used as MDA template. DNA from FFPE tissue failed 

consistently and DNA from serum performed poorly in MDA.  

The multiplex MALDI-TOF MS method we developed reliably detected HHVs in a wide 

variety of archival biological specimens. The concordance rate with reference methods was 

over 95%.   
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INTRODUCTION 

In 2003 a new act was passed in Sweden that defines a biobank as biological material from 

one or more humans that is collected and stored for an extended period of time or indefinitely 

with associated information that makes it possible to trace the material back to the donors. 

The act also states that in order to ensure the donors integrity, donors must be informed about 

why the material is stored, what it may be used for, that no biological material is stored or 

used without the donors consent and that donors can change their consent at any time (1).  

Sweden has a long history of maintaining large population-based healthcare and research 

biobanks and establishing population-based registries. This has resulted in large sample 

collections with long follow-up and large numbers of prospectively occurring disease 

endpoints providing an extensive resource for genetic research. All residents in Sweden have 

a unique personal identification code, obtained at birth or when becoming a Swedish citizen, 

that is used in all registries and biobanks and enables automatic and rapid identification of 

biobank samples and registry information from all donors, a prerequisite for efficient large-

scale population-based genetic research. 

By using population-based registries and biobanks in research study design, much larger 

numbers of cases and controls, which are highly representative of the population, can be 

rapidly identified than could be prospectively accumulated in many years, ensuring strong 

statistical power even for uncommon diseases. The biobank study design also ensures 

complete attendance of selected subjects and minimises selection biases caused by systematic 

differences between individuals that do or do not participate in the study (2). In addition, the 

use of biobank samples collected before disease occurrence enables investigations of causal 

exposures that may have occurred long before diagnosis and minimises the risk of reverse 

causality biases.  

The rapidly evolving field of genetic research today offers techniques for high throughput 

genetic analyses that enable rapid analysis of large number of samples, often analysing many 

genetic markers simultaneously. The alleviation of throughput concerns regarding the 

collection of eligible study material in sufficiently large numbers for good statistical power 

and improved performance of the genetic analyses have opened up an increasing interest in 

the large collections of biobanked material that have previously been considered suboptimal 

for genetic research. Such collections are comprised of materials that contain small amounts 

of DNA or that have been stored under such conditions that the quality of DNA may have 
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been compromised. However, before such samples can be extensively used in genetic 

research, a thorough and systematic evaluation of the extractability, quality and performance 

of DNA from these samples must be conducted.  
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REGISTRIES 

Population-based registries 

By using population-based nationwide registries the full capacity of biobanks can be 

exploited. By linking registries to biobanks, using the personal identification code, 

information about sample-availability and location can be retrieved. The following registries 

are examples of population-based registries in Sweden that can be useful for genetic 

epidemiologic studies: 

The Cancer Registry

The registry was founded in 1958 and contains information about all Swedish residents 

diagnosed with cancer. All cancers are classified according to the international classification 

of diseases (ICD). About 50 000 new malignant cancer cases are reported to the register every 

year (3). 

The Cause of Death Registry

The registry contains information about the cause of death of all deceased Swedish residents 

since 1961 and less complete information since 1952. All diagnoses are classified according 

to the ICD. About 90 000 – 95 000 deaths have been registered each year for the last few 

years (4). 

The Patient Registry

The registry contains information about Swedish residents that have used the healthcare 

system. Information including diagnoses, operations and cause of injury is available, but 

limited, from 1964 and covers all healthcares from 1997 (5). 

The Swedish Medical Birth Registry

The registry contains information about pregnancies, labours and deliveries, diagnoses of the 

mother and child and general health status of newborns in Sweden since 1973. About 100 000 

newborns are registered each year (6). 
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The Foetal Malformation Registry

The registry was founded in 1964 and contains information about foetus disorders and 

chromosomal abnormalities. About 2000 incidences are reported every year (7). 

The Multi-Generation Registry

The registry contains information that link children and their biological or adoptive parents. 

All individuals who have become Swedish residents after 1961 or were born in 1932 or later 

and their parents are included. In total the registry contains information about some 11 million 

unique individuals, with complete coverage from, and including, 1968 (8). 

The Pharmacy Registry

The registry contains information about prescription-based pharmaceuticals, consumables and 

provisions dispatched by pharmacies since 1999. About 90 million prescriptions are 

dispatched every year (9).     

The Swedish Twin Registry

The registry was established in 1961 and contains over 86 000 twin pairs. Information about 

cancer and death incidences is available for all twin pairs as well as varying additional 

information depending on the research studies conducted (10). 

National Healthcare Quality Registries

Fifty-six registries that contain information about diagnosis, treatment and outcome for, 

among others, diseases of the respiratory, circulatory, digestive, urinary and genital organs, 

the endocrine and nervous systems and eye, muscular, skeletal and psychological diseases 

were included in 2007 (11).   

Regional biobank registries 

The registries were established after the implementation of the new biobank law. The purpose 

of the registries is to develop and maintain quality control systems for storage and use of 

biobank materials that ensure integrity protection of the donors. The registries also serve to 

improve the usefulness of biobanks for research by providing overview, maintaining routines 

for consent, change of consent, localization and destruction of samples from dissenting donors 

and maintaining a registry of all sample collections in the region (12).  
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BIOBANKS  

Healthcare biobanks 

The largest biobanks in Sweden consists of samples collected for healthcare purposes. The 

joint collection of the biobanks of the Swedish healthcare system has been estimated to 

contain up to 100 million samples and  increasing by over 3 million new samples every year 

(13).  

Biobanks collected for population-based screening

Nationwide serological screening for Rubella immunity and viral infections during pregnancy 

is scheduled to take place during week 14 of pregnancy. The screening program has almost 

complete attendance. About 90 000 serum samples are collected each year and stored for 5-10 

years, although some regions have stored samples since the 1970s (13, 14). The Northern 

Sweden Maternity cohort has collected and stored serum samples since 1975 and now 

consists of almost 120 000 samples from 86 000 women (15). The Southern Sweden 

Maternity Cohort contains over 100 000 samples from 74 000 women, stored at -20°C (14, 

15).  

Cervical cytology screening for the detection and prevention of cervical cancer has been 

conducted in Sweden since the 1960s. About 985 000 samples in the form of cervical cells 

fixed on glass-slides are collected nationwide each year and stored for at least 10 years 

although many laboratories have stored samples since the screening was introduced. The 

combined cervical collections comprise of over 20 million samples (13, 16, 17).  

Neonatal screening programs for inborn errors of metabolism, the most common being 

phenylketonuria originally described by Guthrie in 1963 (18), have been conducted in Sweden 

since 1974. Samples are stored as dried blood spots (DBS) on filter papers from all newborn 

infants. This collection comprises DBS samples from about three million subjects which is 

virtually the entire population of Sweden below 30 years of age (13).  

The Swedish Institute for Infectious Disease Control has served as a reference laboratory for 

many microbiological analyses for decades. The institute has performed several population-

based nationwide investigations on the immunity against infections in the Swedish population 
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and many of the samples that have been analysed have been stored since 1957 as a part of the 

quality control system. The resulting biobank contains over 900 000 biological samples, most 

of which are serum samples, stored at -20°C (19).  

Microbiology biobanks

About 600 000 serum samples, excluding pregnancy screening samples, are collected 

nationwide in Sweden each year and stored at clinical microbiology departments (13). The 

Malmö microbiology biobank contains over 1.3 million samples, stored at -20°C, and 

increases by about 120 000 samples each year (14, 15). The majority of these are serum 

samples collected from the serological screening during pregnancy or submitted for diagnosis 

of viral infections or for research purposes (14).  

Cytology and pathology biobanks

About 950 000 new tissue or cellular samples, not including the cervical screening samples, 

are stored each year at clinical pathology and cytology departments in Sweden (13).  

The biobanks at the Departments of Clinical Pathology and Cytology in Malmö contains 

paraffin block of about 2.4 million surgical tissue samples and about 1.1 million autopsy 

tissue samples and almost 4 million histological slides. The oldest samples date back to 1944 

(16).  

The Fresh Tissue Biobank in Uppsala contains about 26 000 fresh-frozen tissue samples, 

about 5000 fresh-frozen cell pellets, stored at -80°C, and about 20 000 viable cell 

suspensions, stored in liquid nitrogen, that have been collected since the 1970s. Most of the 

tissue samples are from solid tumours and most of the cell samples are from leukaemia and 

lymphoma patients (20).  

The tissue biobank at Karolinska Hospital contains fresh-frozen tissue samples obtained 

during surgery and stored at -70°C. Tissue samples from about 3500 thyroid, parathyroid and 

abdominal endocrine tumours have been stored since 1986 and samples from breast, 

urological, gastrointestinal tumours and melanoma have been stored since 2002 (21).  
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Research biobanks

Many population-based biobanks have been created specifically for research purposes. 

Although these sample collections are generally much smaller than the healthcare biobanks, 

the samples are usually of larger amounts and often collected for investigations of specific 

diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes. Biological samples and 

extensive information about the participants are collected using standardised methods and 

questionnaires within each project. Informed consent for the specific research intended is 

collected from the participants at enrolment. Listed below are a few of the largest population-

based research biobanks in Sweden. 

Malmö Diet and Cancer Study (MDCS)  

The main objective of the study is to evaluate the effect of diet habits on cancer risk for the 

most common cancers in Sweden. The goals are also to investigate the risk of cardiovascular 

diseases, diabetes, hypertension and osteoporosis in relation to dietary habits and to study the 

evolution of the health status of the participants over a 10 year period. 

Over 28 000 men and women, resident in the Malmö area, participated in the study. An 

extensive survey about the participants’ diet habits and general health was conducted at 

enrolment in 1991-1996. Blood samples were collected from all participants and stored as 

blood cells, plasma, serum and DNA extracted from buffy coats at -140, -80 or                       

-20°C (22, 23).  

Malmö Preventive Project (MPP)

The objective of the MPP project was to identify individuals with high risk of developing 

cardiovascular diseases or alcohol addiction and offer preventive medical treatment. The 

study was conducted between 1974 and 1991 with an attendance of about 22 000 men and   

10 000 women. Blood samples were collected from all participants and stored as serum and 

plasma at -20°C. The participants filled in a questionnaire about their medical history and 

were subjected to physical and laboratory tests (24, 25). About 18 000 DNA samples from the 

originally attending individuals that participated in a re-examination have also been stored 

and a new questionnaire was conducted at re-examination. There is an overlap of about 30% 

between the MPP and MDCS biobanks.  
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Northern Sweden Health and Disease Cohort (NSHDC)

The cohort contains three sub-cohorts, the Västerbotten Intervention Program (VIP), 

Monitoring Trends and Determinants in Cardiovascular Disease (MONICA) and the 

Mammography screening in Västerbotten. About 50% of the MONICA and mammary 

screening cohorts also participate in the VIP study. In total the NSHDC contains samples 

from 85 000 individuals, stored at -80°C (15, 26).   

The VIP study started in 1985 with the objective to screen for cardiovascular diseases and 

diabetes and offer prevention treatment. The aim was also to promote a healthy diet and 

lifestyle in Västerbotten, the northern region of Sweden. Residents of the region are invited to 

participate in the study as they reach 30, 40, 50 or 60 years of age. Demographic, medical and 

lifestyle information about the participants was collected through a questionnaire and a 

medical examination was conducted at recruitment (27). Blood samples from volunteering 

participants was collected and stored as plasma, buffy coat and erythrocyte fractions. Every 

10 years the participants are invited for a health examination, to update their questionnaire 

information and to donate new blood (27). The biobank contains samples from 70 000 

individuals (15). 

In 1985 the two most northern counties in Sweden joined the WHO MONICA project. The 

objective of the project was to increase the understanding of risk factors for cardiovascular 

diseases. The WHO project terminated in 1994 but the northern Sweden MONICA part 

continued on with recurring population surveys and registration of cardiovascular disease 

incidences (28). The MONICA biobank consists of blood samples from 9000 individuals (15). 

Blood samples collected in connection with mammary screening in Västerbotten have been 

stored since 1995. From 1997 the age group 50-69 years is screened and sampling repeated 

every second year. The biobank contains 48 000 samples from over 27 000 individual women 

(15, 26).  

Diabetes Prediction in Skåne (DiPiS)  

The study started in 2000, with he purpose to identify predictive risk factors for diabetes in 

children, and comprises of over 33 000 participants. The biobank consists of blood samples 

collected form the umbilical cord and from the mother at delivery as well as blood samples 
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collected from the children at 2 years of age, once a year until 5 years of age and every other 

or third year until 15 years of age. Information including familial history of diabetes is 

collected through questionnaires at enrolment and at samples collections (29).  

All Babies in Southeast Sweden (ABIS)  

Over 17 000 children that were born in the southeast of Sweden were enrolled in the study 

between 1997 and 1999. Hair strands and breast milk from the mother and blood samples 

from the umbilical cord were collected at delivery. Information about diet and infections 

during the pregnancy as well as the mothers living environment was collected in connection 

with the birth through a questionnaire. After 12 months information about infections, diet and 

vaccination of the children as well as blood, urine, faeces and hair strand samples were 

collected. A follow up of the children started in 2006 and is planned to take place at ages 8, 11 

and 14. Whole blood, dried blood spots, urine, faeces, hair and saliva and information about 

the children’s lifestyle will be collected at follow up.  

The objectives of the study is to investigate the role of environmental factors during 

pregnancy and the early years for development of childhood diabetes and to investigate the 

role of diet habits, environmental factors and heritable genetic traits as risk factors for 

immunological disorders (30).  

Biobank networks  

National and international collaborations between large population-based biobanks with long 

follow-up, vast number of disease endpoints and quality assured associated lifestyle 

information that are linkable to population registries allows for research study designs of 

extraordinary size and quality. Following is a description of a few biobank network projects, 

with the objective to study risk factors for cancer and to improve the quality of biobanks and 

associated register data.  

Nordic Biological Specimen Banks working group on Cancer Causes & Control (NBSBCCC)

NBSBCCC is a network consisting of 17 biobank cohorts and 5 cancer registries. The purpose  

of the network is to provide resources for etiological studies of cancer. The research is 

specifically focused on longitudinal studies. The combined resources of the network include 

more than 2 million samples donors, 25 million person years and 100 000 prospective 

cancers. Over 30 joint network articles have been published (15).  
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Figure 1. Areas covered by the biobanks in the Nordic countries that participate in the NBSBCCC network, 

adapted from Pukkala et al, 2007(15). 

Cancer Control using Population-based Registries and Biobanks (CCPRB)

The CCPRB network is a collaboration between 18 partners from 9 European countries, it 

includes 20 biobanks and 7 registries and has access to a number of platforms for advanced 

technological analyses. The objectives of the network include providing a study base for large 

population-based research on genetic and infectious causes of cancer and to define and 

promote the implementation of quality standards for biobanking and of integrity-proof 

methods for biobank-based research. The biobanks included in the network comprise of over 

60 000 prospective cancer cases with up to 30 years of follow-up. Over 180 joint network 

articles have been published using resources from the network (31).  
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BIOBANK SAMPLES 

The biobanks of Sweden consist of many different types of biological material. The research 

biobanks contain sample types specifically selected for the intended research analyses while 

healthcare biobanks contain sample materials best suited for the clinical investigations 

conducted. The pathology and cytology departments store materials such as cell suspensions, 

cells mounted on glass-slides, cytological brush samples and fresh frozen or formalin-fixed 

paraffin embedded tissue. The majority of samples stored at the microbiology departments are 

serum but other samples such as cerebrospinal fluid, sore secretion, blister material, 

bronchoalvelolar lavage, conjunctival fluid and urine are also submitted for diagnosis of viral 

or bacterial infections. Other sample types such as buccal swabs, saliva, whole blood, buffy 

coats and blood clots are also collected and stored.  

In my work I have focused on evaluating the usefulness of plasma, serum, FFPE tissue and 

DBS for human genetic analyses. These are all types of biological material that are commonly 

found in vast numbers particularly in the healthcare biobanks but not originally intended for 

use in genetic research. 

Plasma and serum 

Cell-free circulating DNA is found in serum and plasma of both healthy individuals and 

patients suffering from various diseases. Much research has been devoted to using cell-free 

DNA as a biomarker for diseases, such as cancer (32-37), preeclampsia (38, 39) and 

rheumatoid arthritis (40), with the rationale that more cells undergo cell death in affected than 

healthy individuals. It has been reported that serum contains significantly higher amounts of 

cell-free DNA than plasma but the reason for this difference has not been determined. Sample 

handling techniques, such as inclusion of buffy coat cells when preparing plasma samples or 

lysis of nucleated cells after clot formation due to prolonged storage of blood samples before 

harvesting serum, may affect the DNA content (32, 41-44). The amount of DNA in both 

plasma and serum is usually small and varies greatly between individuals (32, 34, 40, 41, 43-

45) which complicates the use of these samples for genetic studies. Although DNA extracted 

from serum has been reported to be fragmented (45) it has been successfully used in genetic 

analyses (46-48).  

A large portion of the microbiology biobanks consists of serum collected during pregnancy. 

Maternity serum from healthy women has been reported to contain cell-free foetal DNA in 
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fractions of up to 0.5% (49) in early, and up to 7% (50) in late pregnancy. The amount of 

foetal DNA has been shown to be enough for non-invasive prenatal diagnosis (51-54).           

A concern with using maternity serum for genetic analyses of the mother is therefore that the 

foetal DNA could affect the maternal genotyping results.  

Dried Blood Spots  

Collecting DBS on filter papers has been widely used for newborn screening for many 

decades because the samples are easy to prepare, handle and ship (55). The samples are 

traditionally used for the analysis of metabolites, hormones and proteins but although DBS 

samples, particularly small discs, contain small volumes of blood, leucocytes are likely to be 

present in all samples. The possibility to obtain DNA from DBS was reported in 1987 (56) 

and DBS samples have since then been demonstrated to be useful for genetic analysis and 

successfully used for genetic research purposes (57-63) even after storage for 25 years (64). 

The DNA yield from DBS has been found to be largely independent of storage time (64) but 

performance in PCR found to increase with decreasing amplicon length particularly for 

samples stored for a long time (64, 65). The absorption properties have been reported to differ 

between different filter paper brands (66). Filter papers have also been specifically designed 

for DNA extraction purposes by binding PCR inhibitors such as protein, haemoglobin and 

iron while preserving DNA in an aqueous extractable form (67).  

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue  

Pathological specimens are routinely formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded in order to 

preserve the tissue architecture and proteins necessary for histological evaluation (68). DNA 

extracted from FFPE tissue has been shown to be largely fragmented (69), difficult to dissolve 

(70) and to perform poorly in PCR (71) with the result of no amplification products or 

artificial mutations. Formalin has been reported to denature DNA by breaking hydrogen 

bonds and unstacking bases (70) and to cause cross-linking between DNA strands and 

between histones and DNA (72). The cross-linking may cause aberrant incorporation of bases 

during PCR amplification (73). DNA damage has also been reported to induce recombination, 

insertion at the end of the fragments and jumping of enzyme between templates (74) during 

PCR amplification.  

The length of time between death and autopsy, between surgical excision and fixation, the 

type of preservative used and the fixation time have been shown to affect the integrity of the 
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DNA (69-71, 75). Modifications of DNA have also been found to be dependent on the 

concentration, temperature and pH of formalin (70, 76).     

Nonetheless, evaluation of FFPE tissue for genetic studies has found few or no 

misclassifications of genotypes (47, 77, 78) and artefacts correlated to the amount of DNA 

used as PCR template (73). It has also been shown that DNA quality and performance in PCR 

increases with decreasing sample storage time (68, 79) and amplicon length (79, 80).  
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DNA EXTRACTION  

In order to acquire the best possible quality of DNA from biological samples it is of great 

importance to choose an appropriate extraction method. The best choice of method depends 

on the type of biological starting material, the storage conditions and the intended use of the 

extracted DNA. While DNA extraction from samples that contain large amounts of nucleated 

cells and have been stored under optimal conditions are relatively uncomplicated more 

consideration is required for choosing extraction methods for samples known to contain 

degraded or small amounts DNA and samples stored under suboptimal conditions.  

The phenol/chloroform method has been traditionally used for DNA extraction and 

purification from various types of biological materials (68, 80-83). The method is laborious 

and necessitates the use of toxic reagents. Many simpler methods such as the use of resin (64, 

68), simple proteinase K digestion (84) and simple boiling (45, 57, 68, 80, 82) have therefore 

been developed for rapid and in some cases automated extraction. In some reports PCR has 

been successfully performed directly on crude samples (46, 61, 85). 

There are also many commercially available kits for both automated and manual DNA 

extraction with protocols specifically adapted for different sample materials. Many automated 

methods use magnetic beads to bind and recover DNA during the purification process        

(36, 86-89) with the advantage of rapid extractions of many samples simultaneously. 

Automated or semi automated methods are therefore particularly useful for large-scale studies 

in which the extraction step is one of the bottlenecks.  

Other common extraction methods use spin columns with membranes that bind DNA. These 

can often be obtained in plate formats that enable the simultaneous extraction of 96 samples. 

The advantage with spin columns is that the eluate is usually pure and free from contaminants 

such as blood residues or reagent carryovers that may affect downstream applications. Many 

spin column products allow for elution with water and have the additional quality of removing 

very small DNA fragments. This may be particularly beneficial when extracting DNA from 

FFPE tissue where elimination of the smallest fragments may improve performance in 

subsequent genetic analyses. DNA extraction from FFPE tissue also requires removal of the 

paraffin. The most common method to achieve this is xylene/ethanol treatment but more rapid 

and less toxic methods such as microwave and boiling treatments (68) are also used.  

Because plasma, serum and small DBS samples can contain very small or variable amounts of 

DNA the use of extraction methods that concentrate the DNA in small elution volume may be 
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appropriate for these samples types. It may also be essential to be able to determine the DNA 

concentration in the extract for the DNA to be used in genetic analyses where the template 

amount is critical. When the DNA yield is low it is often necessary to use a large proportion 

of the extract in genetic analyses in order to ensure sufficient amounts of template DNA. It is 

therefore particularly important to use extraction methods that result in extracts free from 

contaminants. 
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WHOLE GENOME AMPLIFICATION  

All biobanks contain limited amounts of sample material. It is therefore very important to 

ensure that the samples are used with great care, not to deplete these precious sources of 

research material that may be difficult or impossible to replenish. 

One approach to overcome the problem of low and variable amounts of DNA is the use of 

whole genome amplification techniques such as multiple displacement amplification (MDA).  

The MDA technique is based on the rolling circle amplification (RCA) (90) mechanism and 

was originally developed for amplification of circular DNA templates (91) but was later 

modified for amplification of linear templates (92, 93).  

The MDA procedure used throughout my research is based on the bacteriophage Phi 29 

enzyme. The reaction is performed under isothermal conditions after initial rapid heat 

denaturation. Random hexamer primers anneal to a multitude of sites on the DNA template 

and the enzyme initiates elongation. Due to the strand-displacement capacity of the enzyme 

downstream elongated primers are displaced by upstream strands, growing in the same 

direction. Displaced strands are targets for new random priming events elongated in the 

opposite direction (93).  

A                                                   B                                            C 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of multiple displacement amplification of linear DNA. A) Primers (light grey 

lines) anneal to the DNA template and Phi 29 (circles) initiates elongation. B) Strand displacement by Phi 29. C) 

New priming events and elongation takes place on the displaced strands. 

By use of MDA microgram quantities of DNA can be produced from a few copies of human 

genomic DNA (92). However, MDA requires long template strands for successful 

amplification and is not suitable for sheared DNA, such as DNA extracted from FFPE tissue 

(93).  
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The proofreading capacity of the Phi 29 enzyme has an error rate of 3x10-6 to 5x10-6 which is 

about 100-fold lower than that of the Taq DNA polymerase (94). High concordance between 

amplification products and genomic DNA and near-complete coverage of the genome (95-98) 

as well as allele amplification biases causing genotypic miscalls (99) and chimeric DNA 

rearrangements (100) have been reported using whole genome amplification methods based 

on the Phi 29 enzyme. It has also been reported that allelic biases introduced during 

amplification can be significantly reduced using pooled DNA from several separate 

amplification reactions (101).  
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HUMAN HERPESVIRUSES

The use of large population-based registries and biobanks is not only advantageous for human 

genetic research but also for large-scale studies evaluating the clinical and epidemiological 

importance of viral infections. In my work I have focused on herpesvirus screening in sample 

types commonly submitted for diagnosis of viral infections.  

The human herpesviruses (HHV) are large enveloped viruses that contain linear double-

stranded DNA. They can cause lytic, persistent, latent/recurrent and in some cases 

immortalizing infections. Herpesviruses are ubiquitous and infections are common. They 

usually cause subclinical infections but are also associated with morbidity and mortality, 

particularly in immune-suppressed patients (102).  

There are 10 herpesviruses that infect humans, Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) 1, Herpes 

Simplex Virus 2, Varicella-Zoster Virus (VZV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) A, Epstein-Barr 

virus B, Cytomegalovirus (CMV), Human Herpes Virus 6 (HHV6) A, Human Herpes Virus 

6B, Human Herpes Virus 7 (HHV7) and Human Herpes Virus 8 (HHV8). An overview of the 

human herpesviruses and the clinical syndromes they can cause is presented in Table 1      

(102-107). 

Most herpesviruses are able to cause foetal infections through in utero transmission (108). 

Intrauterine herpesvirus infections may cause birth defects (102), premature delivery (109), 

foetal varicella syndrome, neurodevelopmental handicap and foetal mortality (108). EBV 

infection during pregnancy has been associated with childhood acute lymphoblastic 

leukaemia (110). 

The diagnostic techniques that are commonly used for herpesvirus detection include antigen 

or antibody detection assays (102, 109, 111), PCR (106, 112-115) and dot blot hybridization 

(106). These techniques usually require separate methods for the detection of each 

herpesvirus. Evaluation of all herpesviruses in a single sample would thereby be time and 

sample consuming and cost ineffective. There is therefore an increasing interest in the 

development of techniques for large-scale, rapid and simultaneous detection of multiple 

herpesviruses (116-118).  
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Table 1. The human herpesviruses and the clinical syndromes they can cause. 

Subfamily, virus Abbreviation Clinical syndromes 

Alphaherpesviridae   

Herpes Simplex Virus 1  HSV1 Oral lesions, (Genital lesions), 
Encephalitis 

Herpes Simplex Virus 2  HSV2 Genital lesions, (Oral lesions), 
Meningitis 

Varicella-Zoster Virus  VZV Chicken pox / Shingles, Pneumonia 

Gammaherpesviridae   

Epstein-Barr Virus A/B  EBV Infectious mononucleosis,  
Lymphoproliferative diseases 

Human Herpes Virus 8  HHV8 Febrile illness, Kaposi’s sarcoma 

Betaherpesviridae   

Cytomegalovirus  CMV Infectious mononucleosis, Retinitis, 
Pneumonia 

Human Herpes Virus 6 A/B HHV6 Roseola, Pneumonia, Encephalitis 

Human Herpes Virus 7 HHV7 Rash illnesses, Encephalitis 
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PRESENT INVESTIGATIONS

Comparison of archival plasma and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues for 

genotyping in hepatocellular carcinoma (paper I) 

Primary liver cancer is the fifth most common cancer and the third most common cause of 

cancer mortality worldwide (119-121). Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the predominant 

form, accounting for 85-90% of primary liver cancers. In Sweden, liver cancer is 

predominantly caused by liver cirrhosis due to alcohol abuse and/or chronic hepatitis caused 

by Hepatitis C Virus (122). Heritable disorders associated with cirrhosis include cystic 

fibrosis, α1-antitrypsin deficiency and hereditary hemochromatosis (121, 123).  

Formalin treatment of tissue has been shown to reduce DNA solubility and induce DNA 

degradation (70) and the content of genomic DNA in serum or plasma from healthy subjects 

has been reported to be low and of a wide range (34-37, 40, 47, 124). Biobanks containing 

these sample types have therefore seldom been used for genetic epidemiologic studies since 

they have been considered suboptimal for genotyping purposes. We wished to compare the 

reliability of genetic analyses carried out on these types of archived biological materials and 

to attempt the use of MDA as a means to overcome the problem of low and variable amounts 

of DNA in serum and plasma samples. 

Using the Swedish Cancer Registry we identified 384 cases of primary HCC, 318 of these 

were also identified in the autopsy registry at the Department of Pathology at Malmö 

University Hospital. We retrieved FFPE liver tissue from all 318 autopsied patients and 

plasma or serum samples, stored for 10-30 years in a separate biobank, from 31 of the same 

patients.  

After extraction the DNA concentration of the FFPE tissue samples was determined using 

PicoGreen which measures double stranded DNA. The DNA yield from ten 5µm sections     

(1 x 1 x 0.5cm) was between 0.01 and 1.6µg. Real-time PCR analysis showed that about 40% 

of the extracted DNA was functional in PCR. The DNA concentration of the plasma and 

serum samples, extracted from 1mL aliquots, was determined by real-time PCR alone due to 

the low amounts of DNA present in such sample materials. The DNA yield from plasma and 

serum was between 0.2 and 72ng/mL. The structural integrity of the DNA was evaluated by 

agarose gel analysis and found to be largely degraded when extracted from FFPE liver tissue 

and of insufficient amounts to be visualized on gels when extracted from plasma or serum.  
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MDA was successful on a titration series from plasma samples and generated 5 000 – 43 000 

fold amplification of DNA of large fragments, but repeated attempts of MDA of the FFPE 

tissue samples failed consistently. Real-time PCR was used to determine the DNA 

concentration of the MDA product, due to the primer-on-primer amplification that can occur 

in MDA reactions when no DNA template is present.    

The genotype of four proposed genetic risk factors for HCC, three single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) causing hereditary hemochromatosis (HFE C282Y, HFE H63D),    

α1-antitrypsin deficiency (AAT E342K) and a triplet deletion causing cystic fibrosis (CFTR 

∆F508), were determined by two independent assays on neat FFPE tissue, plasma and serum 

extracts as well as MDA products.  

Genotyping was successful in 94% of all tissue samples. Performance in genotype analyses 

decreased with increasing storage time and PCR amplicon length. This could be due to 

differences in tissue processing or DNA alterations occurring over time due to formalin 

treatment. The α1-antitrypsin deficiency SNP had the lowest success rate. The site of this SNP 

is close to a telomere, it corresponds to a CpG methylation site and the PCR amplicon was 

relatively long, all of which may explain the low success rate. DNA extraction from and 

genotype analysis of FFPE tissue samples was challenging and required repeated extractions 

and PCR analyses. Although the extracted DNA was fragmented and not amplifiable by 

MDA, sufficient material for repeated extraction and genotype analysis was available. 

Genotyping was successful in 98% of the plasma and serum samples. All neat plasma and 

serum extracts and all MDA products gave genotyping results identical to those of the tissue 

samples from the same subject as long as ≥0.2ng template DNA was used in the MDA 

reaction. Using less than 0.2ng DNA as MDA template resulted in allelic dropouts. This 

suggests that the DNA in plasma samples is structurally intact even after storage for >20 years 

at suboptimal conditions and that at least 0.2ng DNA should be used as MDA template to 

ensure bi-allelic representation. 

The results of this study indicate that FFPE tissue can be successfully used in genetic 

epidemiologic studies and that archival plasma is a useful starting material for genetic 

epidemiologic studies, particularly if the extracted DNA is subjected to MDA prior to 

genotyping as long as at least 0.2ng DNA is used in the MDA reaction. 
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Effect of foetal DNA on genotyping of DNA from maternity serum (paper II) 

During pregnancy foetal DNA circulate in the maternal blood system. Although the amount is 

small it has been demonstrated to be sufficient for non-invasive prenatal diagnosis (51-54). 

We therefore wished to investigate whether the content of foetal DNA in maternity serum 

could be sufficient to alter the maternal genotyping results, which would render maternity 

serum inappropriate for genetic studies. This was done by evaluating the concordance 

between genotypes obtained on DNA extracted from fresh whole blood with that extracted 

from archival maternity serum from the same women.  

In order to evaluate the fraction of foetal DNA necessary to affect the maternal genotype 

DNA extracts from fresh EDTA whole blood samples were mixed to contain 0.5 to 99.5% 

heterozygous DNA and analysed for a SNP by TaqMan PCR. Less than 10% DNA of a 

discordant genotype in a sample did not affect the genotype call. Homozygous samples 

containing between 10 and 50% DNA of a heterozygous genotype gave undetermined results. 

At least 50% DNA of a discordant genotype was required to alter the genotype result. 

Using the sample registry and serum biobank at the Department of Microbiology at Malmö 

University Hospital serum samples previously obtained during pregnancy from women, with 

fresh whole blood samples available at the department of clinical chemistry, were identified 

and retrieved. The serum samples had been stored for up to 21 years.  

DNA was extracted from 200µL of the whole blood and archival serum samples. Some of the 

serum samples were subjected to MDA. The DNA concentrations were determined by real-

time PCR and all neat extracts and MDA products were analysed for ten high frequency 

SNPs. The DNA yield was between 0 and 4800 ng/mL serum and decreased with increasing 

storage time. About 19% of the samples were unusable in PCR due to low DNA yield. There 

was no difference in DNA yield between samples taken during the first and second trimester. 

The genotyping was successful in over 99% of all whole blood and serum samples, as long as 

0.4ng DNA were used in the analyses, and all serum samples gave genotyping results 

identical to those of the corresponding whole blood samples.  

Two serum samples produced indeterminate genotypes, situated between genotype clusters. 

This could be due to interference by foetal DNA on the maternal genotype. However, as these 

results were obtained for only one SNP for each sample this seems unlikely. If these two 
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serum samples contained sufficient foetal DNA to alter the genotype result for one SNP, the 

genotype alterations should be apparent in several of the ten analysed high frequency SNPs. 

DNA extracted from the serum samples performed poorly in MDA. Over 90% of the samples 

that were analysed after MDA could be automatically or manually genotyped, but the 

genotyping results of some 10% of these were discordant with the corresponding neat serum 

samples. This poor performance could be due to inhibitors in the serum extracts or 

degradation of the DNA during storage. Success in MDA and subsequent genotyping call and 

concordance rates were lowest for the MDA products of the serum samples with the lowest 

DNA yield, it may therefore be useful to select more samples than needed for statistical power 

so that the lowest yield stratum can be excluded at an early stage, particularly if the samples 

will be subjected to MDA. 

These results indicate that archival maternity serum taken in the first or second trimester, even 

after storage for up to 21 years, is a useful source for genetic epidemiologic studies, but not 

for MDA. The presence of realistic amounts of foetal DNA in maternity serum may cause 

failure of genotypic assignment but will not cause false maternal genotyping results, on the 

TaqMan system. 

Assessing quality and functionality of DNA from fresh and archival dried blood spots 

and recommendations for quality control guidelines (paper III)

The use of DBS is a convenient and inexpensive method of biobanking. In Sweden DBS 

samples from newborn infants have been stored since 1975 (64). We wished to evaluate the 

effects of storage time and temperature on the quality of DNA in DBS and the performance of 

the extracted DNA in MDA in order to describe a protocol for optimization of procedures and 

quality control guidelines for use of DBS in genetic epidemiologic studies.  

In a pilot study DBS were created from reference whole blood with known white blood cell 

count to test four common DNA extraction methods (Qiagen, EZNA, Chelex 100 and alkaline 

lysis). The extracted DNA was quantified by PicoGreen, OliGreen which measures single 

stranded DNA, and real-time PCR and the size of the DNA fragments was determined by 

agarose gel analysis. The DNA yield from a DBS discs, measured as a percentage of the 

theoretical yield, determined with PicoGreen, were 14% using the Qiagen method and 12% 

using the EZNA method. Similar results were obtained by real-time PCR. DNA extracted 
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using the Chelex 100 and alkaline lysis methods performed poorly in real-time PCR. The 

extracts, using all methods except alkaline lysis, contained large DNA fragments.  

A titration series of DNA from each extraction method, except alkaline lysis, was successfully 

subjected to MDA and the products contained large DNA fragments. DNA extracted from the 

reference whole blood extracts and MDA products were analysed for three SNPs by TaqMan 

PCR and 254 SNPs by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 

spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS). All MDA products gave genotyping results identical to 

those of the original whole blood samples from the same subject as long as 5 ng template 

DNA extracted with the EZNA method was used in the MDA reaction. Reproducibility of 

real-time PCR results improved when the MDA product was dissolved in TE buffer over 

night. The success rates decreased and allelic dropouts increased when lower amounts of 

template DNA were used in the MDA reaction. These results indicate that DNA of sufficient 

amount and quality for successful MDA performance can be obtained from small DBS.  

Based on the results from the pilot study we chose the EZNA method to extract DNA from 

archival DBS that had been stored for ~26 years at room temperature or 3 month or ~22 years 

at -20°C. In order to improve the DNA yield, the proteolysis time was increased. After 

extraction, all samples were subjected to MDA using 5ng DNA as template. The DNA in the 

neat DBS extracts and MDA products were evaluated for quantity and size and genotyped for 

the three TaqMan and 101 of the MALDI-TOF MS SNPs. The degree of fragmentation of 

DNA in the neat extracts increased with increasing storage time but the size of DNA 

fragments appeared to be similar after MDA regardless of storage time or temperature. Some 

of the 26-year old samples showed allelic dropouts, when comparing the genotype results of 

the MDA products to the neat DBS extract from the same samples, and low concordance rates 

between duplicates. This poor performance could be due to the samples being largely 

fragmented, probably caused by degradation of the DNA during storage at room temperature. 

Archival samples stored at −20°C showed no allelic dropouts, regardless of storage time, and 

only a small percentage of discrepancies between duplicates.  

Based on these results we recommend storage of DBS at −20°C, optimization of extraction 

methods, the use of ≥5ng DNA as MDA template and solubilization of MDA products prior 

to genotyping.  Our recommendations for quality control guidelines include quality-assured 

storage and documentation, tracking of sample identity, DNA extraction by a method 

validated by fragment size evaluation, quantification by PicoGreen and real-time PCR and 
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performance in MDA of the extracted DNA. Evaluation of MDA product by real-time PCR 

and performance in genetic analyses is also recommended. 

Using these recommendations archival DBS can provide DNA of sufficient amounts and 

quality to be successfully used in MDA and subsequent genetic epidemiological studies. 

Multiplex detection of human herpesviruses from archival specimens by using matrix-

assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (paper IV) 

The human herpesviruses (HHVs) are involved in a variety of diseases (102-105, 107-110). 

Common laboratory techniques in HHV detection usually require separate methods for each 

HHV and clinical information for selection of virus assay (106, 111-115). We wished to 

develop an efficient screening method for qualitative multiplex detection of all HHVs by 

MALDI-TOF MS and investigate the usefulness of a wide variety of archival sample types for 

HHV detection. 

Two multiplex systems were designed to detect the human herpesviruses by MALDI-TOF 

MS. The detection limit was between 5 and 100 copies of HHV plasmid controls and the 

sensitivity for detecting multiple infections was 78% at 100 copies. The specificity of the 

method was between 92 and 100% using separate samples, containing 100 copies, for each 

virus control. The detection limit in plasma spiked with HHV controls was 2500 copies/mL. 

These results indicate that the multiplex methods we developed are reliable for HHV 

detection. 

Total nucleic acid was extracted from a variety of archival biological material including 

bronchoalveolar lavage, conjunctival fluid, sore secretion, blister material, plasma, serum and 

urine. The extracts were analysed for presence of viral DNA using MALDI-TOF MS and, for 

some of the samples, real-time PCR. The viral yield of control samples containing known 

amounts of virus was 24.3%. The detection of HHVs fluctuated between runs in some 

samples. Real-time PCR results indicated that these inconsistent findings were related to low 

viral loads. The results of the MALDI-TOF methods were compared to results of reference 

PCR methods. The concordance rates were between 86.4 and 97.9 percent, depending on 

HHV type, with an overall concordance of 95.6% (κ 0.90). In some cases the requested 

diagnostic testing for VZV was negative but the MALDI-TOF MS analysis detected HSV and 

vice versa. In other cases multiple infections and unsuspected viruses were detected.  
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These results indicate that our multiplex MALDI-TOF MS methods will allow large-scale 

research studies on archival samples of various biological materials. The results also indicate 

the difficulty in selecting the correct test based on clinical symptoms and suggests that a broad 

multiplex HHV analysis may be useful also in clinical diagnostic testing. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Conducting genetic research using study designs based on case identification in validated 

population-based registries and linkage to biological material in our extensive population-

based biobanks for retrieval of case samples and selection and retrieval of matched control 

samples ensures studies with large numbers of disease endpoints, minimal selection bias and 

excellent statistical power. 

With the technology that is available for human genetic epidemiologic research today high 

throughput performance of large-scale studies is no longer a practical or economic 

impossibility. It is therefore of increasing interest to evaluate the usefulness of typical sample 

materials, primarily found in archival healthcare biobanks, which have not been extensively 

exploited for genetic research such as plasma, serum, DBS and FFPE tissue.   

When evaluating the quality and potential usefulness of DNA extracted from several sample 

types, we have developed some basic general guidelines. Regardless of available technical 

platforms, it is always wise to perform a pilot study using multiple representative aliquots of 

fresh samples of the intended type of material in the intended analyses. The quantity of DNA 

produced by candidate DNA extraction protocols can be evaluated by measuring absorbance 

at 260/280 nm, or by picogreen fluorescence specific for double stranded DNA. Quantitation 

by real-time PCR demonstrates the functional yield, and dilution series can reveal the 

presence of inhibitors to PCR. Agarose gel electrophoresis can be used to evaluate the 

fragment size. The performance of DNA extracts in MDA reactions not only evaluates the 

intactness of the DNA but also, when successful, produces large amounts of material from 

small amounts of starting product which allows precious archival samples to be used for large 

numbers of genetic analyses without depleting the biobanks. 

The method of choice for quality control throughout a project depends not only on available 

technology, cost, accuracy and precision of the method, but also on the amount and rarity of 

the sample type and the need for exact measures. Although precision of repeat measurements 

of picogreen fluorescence may be superior, real-time PCR can be performed on very small 

template amounts and is recommended for determining the DNA concentration in extracts 

from serum, plasma and DBS. Similarly, as the entire extract frequently contains insufficient 

DNA for visualisation in agarose gels, the performance in MDA reactions and subsequent 

genotyping is a better indicator of adequate fragment size. Evaluation of performance in 
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genetic analyses ultimately determines the usefulness of the sample materials for the specific 

analyses.  

The correctness of genotyping performed on minimal archival materials or MDA products 

should preferably be evaluated by comparison with a more “reliable” template from the same 

individual. We have therefore compared genotyping results of neat archival plasma and 

maternity serum extracts and MDA products of DBS, plasma and maternity serum with those 

obtained from DNA extracts from fresh EDTA whole blood or FFPE tissue samples from the 

same individuals. 

Among the studies reported here, a large clinical pathology biobank allowed retrieval of all 

318 autopsied cases of the total of 384 incident cases of hepatocellular carcinoma within a 

local geographical area. In addition to being used for quality control of DNA extracted from 

FFPE tissue, plasma and serum genotyping of HFE and AAT (but not CFTR) confirmed an 

increased risk for HCC in patients that were homozygote mutant or heterozygote for AAT 

E342K or homozygote mutant for HFE C282Y. A separate study is evaluating the specific 

clinical features of these patients. 

Population-based biobanks and registries are equally useful for studies evaluating the clinical 

and epidemiological importance of viral infections and high through-put simultaneous 

detection of viruses are therefore of great interest. The multiplex herpesvirus detection 

methods we have developed can be useful for large-scale herpesvirus screening for research 

purposes as well as improving the diagnostic accuracy, speed and economy of clinical 

herpesvirus testing. In combination with the methods that have been developed for multiplex 

screening of other viral groups such as hepatitis (125-128) and human papilloma viruses (129, 

130) and panels that are being developed for human genetic disorders our method can also 

become useful in smaller clinical laboratories.  

In the rapidly evolving field of genetic research we can never know what techniques will be 

available, what biobank samples will be used for or what quality demands there will be on 

DNA to be useful in genetic research in the future. During the past five years alone our 

quality control evaluations have evolved from using PCR analysis with visualisation on 

agarose gel to real-time PCR and genotype analysis of a single SNP per sample by RFLP to 

multiplex analyses simultaneously detecting over 30 SNPs per samples and whole genome 

amplification generating enough DNA for a multitude of analyses to be performed on small 

and precious samples. 
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We can therefore not ensure that current methods for sample collection and storage, DNA 

extraction and quality control will be useful and sufficient in the future. Nonetheless we can 

encourage documented collection, storage and handling of samples under the best available 

conditions, and evolution of stringent quality control criteria following basic guidelines as 

new technologies evolve.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS  

Although FFPE tissue samples usually yield relatively large amounts of DNA, the extraction 

of DNA from this type of material is difficult and time consuming and the resulting DNA is 

often largely degraded, necessitating repeat extractions. Nonetheless, FFPE tissue can be 

successfully used in genetic epidemiologic studies.  

Archival plasma and maternity serum are useful starting materials for genetic epidemiologic 

studies. DNA from plasma can be successfully used in MDA, if 0.2ng DNA is used in the 

reaction to ensure bi-allelic representation. Although the presence of realistic amounts of 

foetal DNA of a discordant genotype in the maternity serum may cause failure of genotypic 

assignment it will not cause false maternal genotyping results.  

As many plasma and serum samples give very low yields, and as MDA and genotyping 

success is related to yield, projects should be planned with more samples than needed for 

statistical power so that the lowest yield stratum can be excluded at an early stage of the 

project.   

Archival DBS samples can provide DNA of sufficient quality for successful MDA and 

subsequent large-scale genetic epidemiologic studies if 5ng DNA is used in the MDA 

reactions in order to ensure bi-allelic representation. DBS should be stored at -20°C to prevent 

DNA degradation. 

In order to establish quality control criteria it is important to conduct pilot studies to evaluate 

candidate extraction methods and DNA quality of candidate sample types on the intended 

analysis platforms. It is also of great importance to continuously re-evaluate the quality 

control requirements in light of the fast evolving techniques for genetic research.   

The multiplex MALDI-TOF MS method we developed reliably detects HHVs in a wide 

variety of archival biological specimens, allowing for large-scale research studies. It may also 

be highly useful for multiplex clinical diagnostic testing. 
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The usefulness of biobanks for genetic epidemiologic research of complex or polygenic 

diseases has been dramatically demonstrated during the past years in several large 

collaborative genome wide association studies on diabetes (131), cancer (132-135), 

cardiovascular disease (136) and hyperlipidemia (137). Studies designed to use high quality 

samples with associated phenotypic information from research biobanks for genome wide 

association analysis and smaller amounts of DNA derived from archival biological materials 

such as serum for replication of findings may become highly important in the next few years. 

Studies such as those reported here are necessary to guide the selection of useful sample 

materials and extraction methods and to determine the necessary number of samples for such 

important research.  
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING 

Insamling och förvaring av biologiskt material i biobanker har länge förekommit både inom 

vården och för forskningsändamål. I en del biobanker har biologiskt material kontinuerligt 

sparats ända sedan 1940-talet. Detta har medfört att det i Sverige finns ett stort antal 

biobanker som tillsammans innehåller ett mycket stort antal prov. Enbart provsamlingarna 

från vården uppskattas innehålla uppemot 100 miljoner prov och växa med över 3 miljoner 

prov per år.  

Tack vare dessa stora biobanker går det relativt snabbt att välja ut tillräckligt många prov för 

att genomföra storskaliga forskningsstudier. Genom att använda biobanksprov är det möjligt 

att skapa urvalsgrupper som representerar befolkningen. Detta minskar risken för vilseledande 

forskningsresultat som ofta kan uppstå på grund av att det kan finnas systematiska skillnader 

mellan personer som väljer att delta i forskningsstudier och befolkningen som helhet.  

De största biobankerna innehåller många prov i form av plasma, serum, blod intorkat på 

filterpapper samt vävnad som fixerats med formalin och paraffin. Dessa prov har inte använts 

till genetisk epidemiologisk forskning i så stor utsträckning eftersom de inte har ansetts 

optimala för genetiska analyser på grund av att de innehåller små mängder eller fragmenterat 

DNA. Många prov som undersökts för påvisning av virusinfektioner har också sparats i stora 

biobanker.   

Målen med denna avhandling är att undersöka hur användbara olika sorters biologiskt 

material som lagrats i biobanker är för att undersöka genetiska mutationer hos människor och 

för virusidentifiering samt att utveckla effektiva metoder som kan identifiera flera olika 

herpesvirus samtidigt i ett och samma prov.  

I delarbete I utvärderade vi kvaliteten på DNA extraherat från fixerad vävnad och serum eller 

plasma från samma individer. DNAt undersöktes för fyra olika DNA mutationer. Vi 

undersökte även möjligheterna att kringgå problemet med att plasma- och serumprov 

innehåller små och varierande mängder DNA med hjälp av helgenomisk amplifiering. Genom 

helgenomisk amplifiering kan små mängder DNA kopieras tiotusentals gånger så att många 

analyser kan utföras på prov som innehåller litet DNA.  

Fixerad vävnad kunde inte användas till helgenomisk amplifiering eftersom DNA-kvaliteten 

var för dålig. Det krävdes upprepade extraheringar och analyser för att få bra resultat i 

mutationsanalyserna av dessa prov. Svårigheterna med vävnadsproven beror förmodligen på 

att formalinet brutit ner och fragmenterat DNAt. Trots detta gick det att få resultat från 94 % 
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av proven. DNA-kvaliteten var sämre i prov som lagrats länge än de som lagrats en kortare 

tid. Mutationsanalyserna gav lyckade resultat för 98 % av plasmaproven. Kvaliteten på DNA 

extraherat från plasmaproven var tillräckligt bra för lyckad helgenomisk amplifiering. 

Vävnadsprov, plasmaprov och helgenomiskt amplifierad plasma från samma individer gav 

identiska resultat i mutationsanalyserna. 

I delarbete II undersökte vi om serum taget under graviditet kan användas till genetiska 

analyser eller om DNA från fostret påverkar analysresultaten. Vi extraherade DNA från färskt 

blod från ett hundratal kvinnor och från serumprov som tagits under graviditet från samma 

kvinnor och lagrats i en biobank. Ju längre tid proven hade lagrats desto mindre mängd DNA 

gick det att utvinna från dem och från en del prov gick det inte att få ut något DNA. Vi 

undersökte DNAt för tio vanliga genetiska mutationer. Två av serumproven gav misslyckade 

resultat i en mutationsanalys vardera. Detta skulle kunna ha orsakats av DNA från fostret i 

serumet men det är inte så troligt eftersom dessa prov då borde ge misslyckade resultat för fler 

än en av de tio analyserna. Resultaten från resten av serumproven stämde överens med 

resultaten av blodprovet från samma kvinnor. Genom att blanda två prov som gett olika 

resultat i en vanlig mutationsanalys kunde vi se att serumprov kan ge misslyckade resultat om 

det innehåller mellan 10 och 50 % foster-DNA men så länge de innehåller mindre än 50 % 

foster-DNA finns det ingen risk för resultat som inte stämmer överens med mammans DNA. 

DNA från serum fungerade dåligt i helgenomisk amplifiering vilket kan bero på att det brutits 

ner under lagringen.  

I delarbete III undersökte vi om DNA extraherat från blod intorkat på filterpapper är av 

tillräckligt hög kvalitet för att kunna användas till helgenomisk amplifiering och genetiska 

analyser. Vi applicerade färskt blod på filterpapper och lät det torka. DNA extraherades sedan 

från små cirklar som stansats ut från blodfläcken. Efter helgenomisk amplifiering av DNA 

från filterpappren analyserades det för över 250 mutationer. DNA extraherades även från det 

färska blodprovet och analyserades för samma mutationer. Resultaten av mutationsanalyserna 

var identiska för alla prov som härstammade från samma individ. Alla helgenomiskt 

amplifierad prov gav resultat som stämde överens med blodprovet från samma individer i 

mutationsanalyserna. 

Vi undersökte även DNA extraherat från filterpapperprov som sparats i 3 månader i minus 

20°C, cirka 22 år i minus 20°C och cirka 26 år i rumstemperatur. DNAt amplifierades 

helgenomiskt och analyserades sedan för över hundra DNA-mutationer. Resultaten för tre av 

proven som lagrats i rumstemperatur stämde inte överens före och efter helgenomisk 
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amplifiering. Mer än tio procent av analysresultaten på duplikat av dessa prov skiljde sig 

också åt. De dåliga resultaten för dessa prov beror förmodligen på att DNAt brutits ner och 

fragmenterats vid rumstemperatur. De prov som förvarats i minus 20°C gav identiska resultat 

före och efter helgenomisk amplifiering för alla individer och endast en liten del av 

analysresultaten skiljde sig åt mellan provduplikat. 

I delarbete IV ville vi utveckla en metod som kan identifiera alla olika herpesvirus på samma 

gång i ett och samma prov samt undersöka hur användbara arkiverade prov av varierande 

biologiska material är för herpesvirusidentifiering. 

Vi utvecklade två analyser som tillsammans kan identifiera alla olika herpesvirus som 

infekterar människor. DNA extraherades från patientprov, av varierande biologiska material, 

och analyserades med vår metod. Alla prov hade tidigare analyserats för herpesvirus med 

referensmetoder. Resultaten från vår metod stämde överens med referensmetoderna till     

95,6 %. Några av de prov där herpesvirus identifierats med referensmetoden men inte med vår 

metod undersöktes med en kvantitativ metod för att bestämma antalet viruskopior i proven. 

Mängden virus i alla dessa prov var under detektionsgränsen för vår metod. Några av proven 

som var negativa i den diagnostiska referensanalysen för ett herpesvirus visade sig vara 

positiva för ett annat herpesvirus när de analyserades med vår metod. Detta tyder på att det 

kan vara svårt att välja rätt virustest baserat på kliniska symptom och att vår metod inte bara 

är användbar för storskalig herpesvirusforskning utan även skulle kunna vara användbar vid 

klinisk diagnostik.  

Sammanfattningsvis visar dessa resultat att arkiverat biologiskt material i form av fixerad 

vävnad, plasma, serum taget under graviditet och filterpapperprov kan användas för genetiska 

epidemiologiska studier. Helgenomisk amplifiering av DNA från plasma och filterpapperprov 

gör det möjligt att utföra ett stort antal analyser på dessa prov trots att de innehåller små 

mängder DNA. Resultaten visar även att metoden vi utvecklat för herpesviruspåvisning med 

tillförlitlighet kan identifiera flera herpesvirus samtidigt i ett och samma prov och att 

arkiverade biologiska prov av varierande material kan användas för herpesvirusanalys. 
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